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Abstract

Rural electrification rates in India lag behind government goals, in part due to the inability

of distribution companies (discoms) to fund central grid expansion. In the absence of central

grid electrification, mini-grids offer significant potential for an immediate pathway towards

rural electrification and the attendant gains in economic growth and productivity. Yet private

investment in mini-grids has been virtually absent in India. Using a comprehensive life-

cycle cost analysis, we find that mini-grids based on solar PV power and storage are more

economical than incumbent energy services available to households without central grid

connection.

Under current law, a prospective entrepreneur in India does not require a license or

certification in order to build a mini-grid and subsequently provide electricity services in

the area covered by said installation. Conversely, there is no legal or regulatory framework

that specifies what is to happen if the central grid were to be extended to an area that is

already covered by a mini-grid. We report detailed survey evidence from interviews with

entrepreneurs, analysts and policymakers whose assessments converge on the same point:

mini-grid investments would be jeopardized in the event of central grid extension, precisely

because discoms would, by regulatory order, provide electricity services at highly subsidized

rates, well below their full economic cost. Our fieldwork suggests that the threat of central

grid extension is the gateway barrier preventing mini-grid development in India.

The issues associated with the gateway barrier have common elements with the so-called

holdup problem as identified in the economics of organizations. There have been two re-

cent federal policy guidelines and one actual-state level policy addressing the regulatory

status of mini-grids. We examine the effectiveness of these policies/proposals in terms of an

entrepreneur’s ability to develop mini-grids in the future.
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1 Introduction

Numerous studies have documented that electrification is a major step in the development

of emerging economies, conveying significant benefits both in terms of consumer surplus and

productivity; see, for instance, Pachauri et al. (2004); Kirubi et al. (2009); Halsnaes and Garg

(2011); Khandker et al. (2012); Banerjee et al. (2015). Despite these benefits, 360 million

to 460 million Indians, or 29% to 37% of India’s population, have either no access to or

only access to unacceptably unreliable electricity (Manglik, 2015).1 India therefore has the

highest absolute number of un-electrified and under-electrified people globally. To extend

electricity services to this share of the population, analysts have estimated that the power

generation capacity in India must expand from its current 235 Gigawatts (GW) to 440 GW

which would entail capital investments estimated in the range of $250 billion to $400 billion

(Times of India, 2014; McKinsey Electric Power and Natural Gas Practice, 2008).

The government of India has set ambitious goals for electrification through central grid

extension to rural areas of the country.2 Yet, actual electrification rates have been lagging

considerably behind those goals, in part because many of the public companies in this sector,

the so-called Distribution Companies (or discoms), have been in financial distress. It is gen-

erally believed that the financial situation of the discoms, in turn, reflects that some customer

segments receive electricity services at highly subsidized rates. These rates are insufficient

to cover the full cost of generating and distributing electricity. In the absence of central grid

electrification, generation systems that serve only a small number of customers while balanc-

ing supply and demand appear to offer an immediate pathway towards rural electrification, in

particular mini-grids.3,4 Unlike smaller-scale electrification approaches such as pico-lighting

or solar home systems, mini-grids have significant potential to enhance economic growth

and productivity. By doing so, they can enable the use of capital equipment that can yield

high value-added products and services (Alstone, Gershenson, and Kammen, 2015). These

products and services can serve as the base for economic growth and development (Pueyo

1There is no generally accepted definition of “acceptably unreliable electricity.” Many rural areas receive

at most 6 to 8 hours of electricity supply per day, much of it irregular and unscheduled.
2National electrification targets for India are formulated in MNRE (2015) and MOP (2014).
3We define mini-grids as isolated, small-scale distribution networks typically operating below 11 kilovolts

(kV) that provide power to a localized group of customers and produce electricity from small generators,

potentially coupled with energy storage system (Tenenbaum et al., 2014).
4Grid and mini-grid infrastructure is defined as the interconnected network of generation, transmission

and distribution assets, having the ability to provide services to all customers physically connected to it.
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et al., 2013; Kirubi et al., 2009; Gibson and Olivia, 2010). In the context of India, private

capital has flowed to both very small-scale electrification projects and to extensions of the

central electricity grid, but such capital has been largely absent in electrification through

mini-grids (Singh, 2016).

The immediate question therefore becomes whether private capital can be attracted to

deliver electricity services at smaller scale via distributed generation and mini-grids. To

address this question, this paper first examines whether mini-grid deployment makes eco-

nomic sense when compared to alternative methods of providing energy services. Absent any

grid-based infrastructure, consumers and business customers in rural areas generally rely on

kerosene, diesel based or small renewable-based generation for energy services. Additionally,

large pools of the population do not have access to these energy sources and must rely on

local biomass to meet their energy services, resulting in high costs per unit of energy.

Since rural customers tend to have relatively modest incomes in the first place, they end

up consuming rather small amounts of energy services which still amount to a significant

expenditure in terms of income. Our analysis offers select cost calculations that provide an

economic rationale for mini-grids in so far as the attendant long-run unit cost per kilowatt

hour for electricity provided would be substantially smaller than what rural areas currently

face under the status quo without any grid infrastructure. These calculations assume that

the mini-grid developer can rely on a mix of pooled diesel and solar photovoltaic installations

combined with battery storage. Our cost figures therefore raise the question as to why there

has not been more mini-grid development as of today.

A prospective entrepreneur currently does not require a license or certification in order to

develop a mini-grid in India and subsequently provide electricity services in the area covered

by said installation. Conversely, there is no legal or regulatory framework that specifies what

would happen if the central grid is extended to an area that is already covered by a mini-

grid. We report detailed survey evidence from interviews with entrepreneurs, analysts and

policymakers whose assessments converge on the same point: mini-grid investments would

be jeopardized in the event of central grid extension, precisely because discoms would, by

regulatory necessity, provide electricity services at current subsidized rates, well below their

full economic cost. One central contribution of this paper is to demonstrate that the threat of

central grid extension can be viewed as a gateway barrier in India and therefore this barrier

should be a primary target for policymakers.
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The gateway barrier identified through our fieldwork has several elements of the so-called

holdup problem that has played a prominent role in the economics of organizations; see

Williamson (1985), or Bolton and Dewatripont (2005). Holdup problems occur when one

party can make relationship-specific and irreversible investments, yet there are no contractual

safeguards in place that give the investor the necessary prospect of earning an appropriate

return on his/her investment in subsequent transactions with other parties. In the context of

mini-grids, investors arguably do not need to worry about being “held up” by customers due

to the absence of long-term contracts. Instead, such entrepreneurs perceive some likelihood

of central grid extension, accompanied by mandatory subsidized electricity prices, that would

severely compromise their future revenue opportunities. This prospect becomes an effective

deterrent in making mini-grid investments in the first place.

The holdup problem identified in our fieldwork can be addressed through appropriate

regulatory mechanisms.5 In this context, we summarize and discuss three recent policy

initiatives: (i) guidelines proposed by the Indian Forum of Regulators, (ii) a draft policy

proposal by the Ministry for New and Renewable Energy, and (iii) a recently enacted policy

for mini-grid development in the state on Uttar Pradesh. These policies and/or policy

proposals all speak to the central issues as to whether mini-grid entrepreneurs should be

required to obtain operating licenses, the rates they are allowed to charge customers and

any exit options the entrepreneur would be given in the case of subsequent central grid

extension to the service area covered by the mini-grid. We argue that, while none of these

policies would on its own provide effective incentives for accelerated mini-grid development,

the key ingredients of these policy proposals could be combined so as to provide an effective

solution.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of

the Indian electricity sector. Section 3 presents calculations showing an economic rationale

for the deployment of mini-grids in rural areas. Our survey evidence regarding the gateway

barrier to mini-grid development is presented in Section 4. Section 5 describes and subse-

quently discusses recently adopted policies and policy proposals. We conclude in Section 6.

The Supplementary Material contains details about (i) mini-grids, (ii) cost assessment, (iii)

qualitative study methodology, analysis and interview protocol, and (iv) details regarding

alternative accounting rules for electricity delivering assets.

5Most of the economics literature has focused on-long term contracts that are renegotiated in response

to new information (Maskin and Tirole, 1999; Edlin and Reichelstein, 1996; Noeldeke and Schmidt, 1995).
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2 Electrification in Rural India

Electrification technologies are frequently segmented into five scales (Alstone, Gershenson,

and Kammen, 2015). The smallest scale only provides the means to charge small household

goods, such as mobile phones. Pico-lighting solutions allow for small-scale lighting, such

as solar lanterns. The third scale, solar home systems (SHS), is comprised of small solar

systems that designed to meet some share of a household’s or firm’s demand for power.

SHS are capable of providing charging and lighting services and of powering high efficiency

appliances. Fourth, mini-grid systems entail a generation source and the capability to balance

the supply and demand for power across a set of homes and businesses (the Appendix provides

a schematic description of mini-grids). The final and largest scale of electrification is that

provided by the central grid.

India’s main rural electrification program focuses on extensions of the central grid infras-

tructure to supply at least 6–8 hours per day of electricity to a village (but not necessarily

any individual household), and, where this is cost prohibitive or infeasible, the use of small,

distributed generators and distribution networks in the form of mini-grids. These two meth-

ods are not necessarily mutually exclusive. If small generation and distribution facilities are

deployed such that future interconnection with the central grid is possible, such deployments

become complementary to the central electricity network.

The Distribution Companies (discoms) are central players in the Indian electrification

efforts. Analogous to regulated utilities in North American and Western Europe, the discoms

transmit and distribute electricity. There is a general perception that India’s discoms are

financially distressed and ill-suited to mobilize the capital required for India’s electricity

infrastructural investments (Tongia, 2015). This condition is attributable to a long history

of selling electricity at prices substantially below cost and a significant amount of aggregate

technical and commercial losses on the electrical system. The pricing behavior of discoms

reflects a mandate to provide access to electricity at low prices, both in terms of volumetric

electricity charges and fixed connections fees to the rural poor6

In addition, the agricultural sector has received unmetered electricity, often free of charge

6For example, the Government of Karnataka fully subsidizes Kutir Jyoti installations – domestic rural

poor with a single connection – up to 18 kWh/month, beyond which such households are charged $0.04/kW

fixed fee and $0.045/kWh. Another example is the Government of Gujarat, which mandates a fixed charge

of $0.017 per month in fixed fees and $0.025/kWh for below poverty line (BPL) customers. This is compared

to the standard rural rate of $0.04 per month in fixed fees and $0.045/kWh.
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(Mukherjee, 2014). Discom tariff schedules attempt to compensate for this shortfall by

charging large commercial and industrial consumers, and to a lesser extent urban domestic

consumers, high rates for electricity. However, this structure has provided an incentive for

some commercial and industrial customers to bypass the discom and instead to rely on their

own power generation. As demand from these customer segments decreases, the revenue

streams of the discoms do so at an accelerated rate.7

The Government of India has recognized the need to attract private capital to realize its

electrification goals.8 The Electricity Act of 2003, which governs the operation of the Indian

electricity sector, sets three mandates to encourage private investment. First, it requires

both the central and state governments to formulate policies for stand-alone systems for rural

electrification. Second, it requires the governments to craft policies for rural electrification.

Finally, it removes licensing requirements for a private participant to enter the generation

and distribution components of the electricity system.9

In practice, the record of private participation in rural electrification differs by the scale

of electrification. Below the mini-grid scale, there are numerous suppliers providing rural

electrification. Firms such as Sunlite, Kavita Solar, and d.light provide stand-alone solar-

powered lanterns. At a larger scale, OMC, Orb Energy, Simpa Networks, and Onergy are

among the many firms that are active in the SHS sector. Above the mini-grid scale, a large

number of firms are financing and developing utility-scale generation capacity for the central

grid. For example, the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission has encouraged multiple

utility-scale investments by private investors of at least 5 megawatts (MW) of generation

capacity.

The deployment of mini-grid scale investments has been limited. Companies such as

Husk Power and DESI Power have installed a number of biomass-based mini-grids but have

reduced their pace of deployment as of late. Similarly, most investments at scales larger than

the SHS have been in micro-grid solutions, which we define as systems that typically use

direct, as opposed to alternating current.10 Such systems are distinct from mini-grids based

7See Mukherjee (2014) for a comprehensive overview of the Indian electricity sector.
8We note the possibility of other capital providers such as donor and multilateral funding; however, the

government of India has made it clear that it seeks to attract large private capital flows for development

purposes.
9Importantly, entrepreneurs who would supply electricity may set retail rates based on mutual agreement

between the private participant and the consumers, i.e. mini-grid operators would be exempt from charging

the regulated rate.
10A standard distinction in power capacity between micro- and mini-grids does not exist. Both can be of
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on alternating current and are being deployed by firms such as Kuvam Microgrid, Mera Gao

Power, Gram Power, and Azure Power. Households or firms that are electrified by direct

current would, however, not be able to scale up their demand by purchasing appliances or

equipment that require alternating current. This technical limitation constrains the economic

potential of micro-grids based on direct current.

Finally, while companies like SunEdison have built mini-grid systems in India, they have

restricted themselves to projects eligible for incentives through the rural electrification com-

ponent of the Deendayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana (DDUGJY) program.11 Such in-

centives include a 90% subsidy for both capital equipment and the cost of operation for 5

years on top of a 10% loan from the Rural Electrification Corporation or a state government

(Government of India (GoI), 2015).

The next section provides some economic evidence suggesting that the rate of rural electri-

fication through mini-grids should be higher than has been observed as of today. Consumers

and businesses without access to the central grid have shown a willingness-to-pay for elec-

tricity from conventional energy sources, such as single household level diesel and kerosene.

Our analysis suggests that mini-grids relying on electricity generation from solar and diesel

resources are of lower cost than the current alternatives.12,13,14

3 Economic Rationale for Mini-Grids

For illustrative purposes, we focus on a representative village in Gujarat to compare the costs

of mini-grid capacity to incumbent energy services available to households without central

grid connection and also to retail rates when central grid connections are available. We find

that the cost of mini-grid-based electrification is tangibly lower than that associated with

any scale and operate independently of a utility grid and contain local central generation.
11Until August 2013, this program was known as the Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana

(RGGVY) program. Banerjee et al. (2015) note that the RGGVY (now DDUGJY) initiative aspires to

electrify all Indian villages with more than 100 people, provide free electricity connections to households be-

low the poverty line, and, where grid extension is not cost effective, install small generators and distribution

networks.
12See also Pueyo et al. (2013), Kemmler (2007) and Bhattacharyya and Palit (2016) for findings that

willingness to pay is not necessarily the barrier to rural electrification, especially in relatively affluent areas.
13Madubansi and Shackleton (2006) notes that electrification can result in higher overall energy consump-

tion and costs.
14Recent experiences of mini-grid developers suggest that benchmarking costs of kerosene consumption

against electricity costs has led to some viable business models (Bhattacharyya and Palit, 2016).
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kerosene- or pooled household-level diesel-based energy services. Since the latter alternatives

are widely used, we conclude that consumers’ willingness to pay for energy services is likely to

exceed the cost of electricity provided through mini-grids powered by solar energy combined

with battery storage.15 At the same time, the cost of mini-grid-based electrification exceeds

the highly subsidized retail tariffs, suggesting that the mini-grid would be unable to compete

on a price basis with the central grid.

Our cost assessment is based on the Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE), a metric com-

monly used to compare the economics of alternative electricity generation technologies. Our

approach aligns with other mini-grid studies such as those in Amutha and Rajini (2016);

Bhattacharyya (2014); Sen and Bhattacharyya (2014); Chaurey and Kandpal (2010a). The

calculations presented below reflect the most recent updates in acquisition prices for solar

PV and storage systems. Since we view the investment decision through the lens of an en-

trepreneur, our calculations include an explicit treatment of taxes and depreciation schedules

as ingredients of the LCOE. Specifically, we conceptualize the levelized cost as:

LCOE = c ·∆ + f + w (1)

In the expression above, c, f , and w are the (levelized) cost of capacity, the time aver-

aged fixed costs, and the time averaged variable costs, respectively.16 ∆ is the so-called

“tax factor” that accounts for the effect of corporate income taxes, including the deprecia-

tion tax shield. We assume a tax rate of 0% for household-level energy services, including

kerosene lighting and pooled household-level diesel-based generation, as these are household-

level costs. In contrast, we assume that mini-grids are operated by firms and apply a 35%

corporate tax rate.17 Finally, we assume a cost of capital of 10%, interpreted as a real, rather

than a nominal, interest rate.

Customers who are not grid connected can resort to kerosene-based lighting options.

15There are multiple reasons that villagers would not choose the lower cost alternative provided by a

mini-grid, including perceptions of electricity quality, required form of payment of services, energy service

timing requirements, perception of opportunities for load growth, among others (Bhattacharyya and Palit,

2016; Kobayakawa and Kandpal, 2014; Joon, Chandra, and Bhattacharya, 2009; Khandker et al., 2012;

Bhattacharyya, 2014; Palit et al., 2013).
16For a detailed explanation of this cost concept, the reader is referred to Reichelstein and Yorston (2013).

There it is also shown that in a net present value calculation the LCOE is the minimal sales price that an

investor would need to obtain on average in order to break-even on a project.
17Certain small firms may qualify for an 18.5% Minimum Alternative Tax, in which case our tax factors

could be adjusted downward.
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While kerosene lanterns traditionally provide niche solutions, consumers use diesel genera-

tors for more general electricity services. We assess the LCOE of a diesel generator that

meets household demand for the nine hours of highest load. In particular, we assume that

the household’s demand equals the per capita daily consumption of electricity among rural

consumers in India, 1.80 kWh (The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI), 2013). To con-

struct an hourly demand profile, we allocate this cumulative daily consumption into hours of

the day in proportion to the split observed by Banerjee et al. (2006). Figure 1 presents our

assumed demand profile, which is similar in shape to that used in Sen and Bhattacharyya

(2014) and Sandwell et al. (2016).

Figure 1: Assumed demand profile.

In calculating the cost of mini-grid electrification, we present cost estimates for three

scenarios, namely mini-grids with (1) diesel, (2) solar and battery, or (3) solar and diesel gen-

eration.18 We assume that the actual load profile is a scaled version of the profile presented

in Figure 1, with the load in each hour scaled by 270, and that the mini-grid distribution

network is 3 kilometers in length.19 To ensure comparability with the household-level diesel

18For more details, Supplementary Materials presents our mini-grid cost estimation methodology. We

recognize there are other mini-grid designs where generation is based on small-wind, biomass/biogas or small-

hydro technology. We have not included these potential resources because of the location and resource-based

constraints that these alternatives have relative to solar and diesel generation (Bhattacharyya, 2014).
19The median number of households in Gujarati villages is 270 (Registrar General, 2011) and the length
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generation strategy, we assume that the mini-grid meets the nine hours of load of the greatest

cumulative magnitude. Further, the mini-grid is assumed to provide electricity with 90%

reliability. Accordingly, the mini-grid provides a cumulative amount of electricity service

equal to 90% of the cumulative demand over the 3285 (= 9 · 365) hours of service. Put

differently, we allow the solar- and solar combined with diesel mini-grids to drop load in the

10% of hours with the lowest insolation. In contrast, the diesel mini-grid is allowed to drop

the periods of lowest load so as to increase its operating efficiency. Finally, the operational

life of all assets is assumed to be 30 years.

Table 1 summarizes our cost estimates, including distribution costs in USD. The mini-

grid LCOE comprises the generation and distribution LCOE components. The distribution

LCOE differs for the solar and battery mini-grid because the entrepreneur would operate this

mini-grid to achieve 90% reliability. In contrast, the entrepreneur would operate the diesel

and diesel combined solar mini-grids to achieve 100% reliability. The distribution network is

thus levelized over a larger base of production for the diesel and diesel and solar mini-grids.

An implicit within the cost of distribution is the interconnection cost of households in the

village, with an assumed connection rate of 100%.20

Table 1: Summary of mini-grid cost estimates

Generation source Generation LCOE Distribution LCOE Total LCOE

Diesel $0.556/kWh $0.013/kWh $0.569/kWh

Diesel and solar $0.533/kWh $0.013/kWh $0.546/kWh

Solar and battery $0.365/kWh $0.015/kWh $0.38/kWh

Figure 2 shows a range of mini-grid configurations which are all less costly than incumbent

energy services based on local household generation. Furthermore, all of the distributed

technologies greatly exceed the retail rate offered by discoms, $0.062/kWh (INR 3.74/kWh

at 1USD = 60INR).21 Therefore a subsequent extension of the central grid would imply

of the distribution network reflects the spatial patterns of village housing in India. Both values fall within

the range of similar studies (Amutha and Rajini, 2016; Bhattacharyya, 2014; Sen and Bhattacharyya, 2014;

Chaurey and Kandpal, 2010b).
20Individual connection charges are minimal and therefore our working assumption is that all households

are connected to the mini-grid, yet they are only charged for what they consume. Therefore, if certain

households choose not to consume electricity, they will not be charged. As noted, by Kobayakawa and

Kandpal (2014), connection rates will typically be less than 100% initially, but grow over time.
21This retail rate is offered by the Madhya Gujarat Vij Company in the state of Gujarat to rural customers.
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Figure 2: LCOE of alternative energy services.

substantial revenue risks to the mini-grid entrepreneur. Absent any long-term contractual

arrangements, households would opt away from the mini-grid and purchase lower-priced

electricity from the central grid.22

Finding 1: Mini-grids powered by solar PV combined with battery storage are cost compet-

itive in comparison to diesel-based power generation.

Our cost assessments entail a range of point estimates, though the directional conclusions

appear robust to alternative scenarios and assumptions. For example, Figure SM2 in Supple-

mentary Material details the effects of a temporal load pattern shift. Under this alternative

load profile, we observe a similar relative ranking: mini-grid-based electrification is cheaper

than either pooled household-level diesel power generation or kerosene-based lighting.23 As

in the case with the load profile shown in Figure 1 pooled-diesel is substantially costlier than

a diesel mini-grid. This is because a set of many smaller diesel generators running at various

loads is much less efficient that a larger generator satisfying aggregate load.

The results presented in Figure 2 are in broad agreement with previous studies. In

particular, Loka et al. (2014) finds household-level diesel generation with a life cycle cost of

22The low price from the central grid does not reflect the full cost of central-grid based electricity. The

difference between cost and the residential price of power from the central grid in India reflects cross-subsidies

provided by commercial and industrial customers and ongoing public subsidies to the discoms.
23In particular, we estimate that diesel-only, solar and diesel-based, and solar and battery mini-grids cost

$0.52/kWh, $0.30/kWh, and $0.28/kWh, respectively, while the pooled diesel solution costs $0.95/kWh.
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$1.35/kWh; Amutha and Rajini (2016) finds solar and diesel-based mini-grid at $0.74/kWh

and solar-and-battery mini-grids have been assessed in the range of $0.43/kWh – $0.63/kWh

(Sandwell et al., 2016; Bhattacharyya, 2014; Chaurey and Kandpal, 2010b). With regard

to the latter figures, we note that differences in the assumed service-level, battery type

(lead-acid vs. li-ion), discount rate and assumed operational life, all have first-order effects

on the LCOE. The most recent study (Sandwell et al., 2016) uses a set of assumptions

similar to ours and concludes a solar-and-battery mini-grid life cycle cost of $0.46/kWh. We

attribute the remaining difference to our explicit inclusion of accelerated depreciation, a 30

year operational life (compared to 20 years) and a lower cost of capital (10% vs. 11.5%).

4 The “Gateway” Development Barrier

The preceding results point to the presence of barriers that have thus far precluded the de-

velopment of mini-grids. This section presents our findings that a crucial gateway barrier to

mini-grid development in India is of a regulatory nature. Specifically, we point to the uncer-

tainty of central grid extension in conjunction with the substantial gap between subsidized

retail rates and the LCOE figures presented above as a deterrent to mini-grid development.

4.1 Methodology

To identify a potential gateway barrier, we apply the qualitative case study method outlined

in Eisenhardt (1989) and Yin (2013). As the name suggests, we seek to identify a barrier to

mini-grid development which, if addressed first, could allow the policymaker to subsequently

address additional barriers. First, we searched existing literature about experiences from

countries other than India and studies that focused on other forms of off-grid electrification

(i.e. solar home systems) in order to obtain a comprehensive set of potential barriers. We

created an initial structured listing of barriers, grouping them into categories, so as to provide

a basis for the interview protocol and a framework to measure each barrier’s importance.24

Table SM6 in the Supplementary Material presents our final typology, which reflects an

iterative set of updates to this structure.25

24Measurement is based on frequency by which interviewees mentioned barriers, revealed through interview

transcript coding.
25Frameworks for categorizing different kinds of barriers have been developed in the past for renewable

energy technologies in India; see, for example, Painuly (2001). We present a specific typology for mini-grid
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We then performed a comprehensive search through business academic databases, in-

dustry associations, professional colleagues and online Indian newspapers to identify firms

currently or previously active in the mini-grid development space. We described firms based

on business model (e.g. pay-as-you-go, leasing, electricity-as-a-service, etc.), types of prod-

ucts/services offered (e.g. level of service, appliances, etc.), geographic focus and domesticity

of headquarters. These 19 firms provided a first set of interviewees, from which we gathered

relevant details regarding policies and business models. This background data led us to the

development of initial interview questions, which were tailored for each interviewee based on

collected primary and secondary sources.26

We began our fieldwork by conducting a first round of interviews with 19 individuals for

a better understanding of potential barriers to mini-grid deployment. We then expanded our

first round interview set to include philanthropic funds, multilateral development entities,

academics and industry observers in order to broaden the perspectives. Next we performed

initial grounded theory coding (Charmaz, 2014). The preliminary findings from this exercise

suggested that entities that could address identified barriers fell broadly into two categories:

private sector entities and public sector entities. The former broadly included (but was not

limited to) developers, investors and entrepreneurs. The latter broadly included municipal,

state and central government regulators and policymakers. Preliminary findings further

suggested that the Regulatory category (Table SM6) may likely contain the gateway barrier,

given the many actors within the private sector which would not be fully capable of addressing

it completely. In contrast, many of the barriers in the other categories appeared solvable

through changes in business models.

This led us to our final step: given our preliminary finding, we drew a sample of rele-

vant parties in the Indian electricity sector and conducted a second round of interviews in

India. We identified entities within the central, state and local levels of government who

had authority and responsibility related to electricity generation, transmission and distribu-

tion, including the determination of pricing schemes and enforcement of collections. Table

2 presents some details regarding our total of 71 interviewees.27 Interviews revealed that

every type of barrier listed in Table SM6 contributed to mini-grid developers’ decision to

barriers.
26The general protocol for the semi-structured interviews is provided in the Supplementary Material.
27The second set of 52 interviewees included India-based mini-grid entrepreneurs, NGOs and industry

analysts, in addition to uni/multilateral development banks which had substantial presence in India working

on rural, low-income electrification as a mandate.
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either (i) exit the mini-grid space and not re-enter, (ii) exit and re-enter offering products

and services focused on systems of smaller capacity as mini-grids, or (iii) avoid entering the

mini-grid space altogether.

Table 2: Categorization of interviewees (first and second round).

Category Interviewee Description Count

Policymaker/ Regulator Federal Level - Senior/Executive Level Govern-

ment Official MOP, MNRE, CERC, POSOCO

15

State Level - Senior/ Executive Level Bureaucrat

KERC

4

Municipal Level - Senior/ Executive Level Bu-

reaucrat BESCOM

5

Capital Providers Director, Philanthropic Fund 1

Managing Director, Multilateral Bank 2

Managing Director, Development Fund 3

Project Developer/Investor CEO/ Managing Director - Mini-grid/DER ( de-

veloper and investor)

5

Project Developer CEO/ Managing Director - SHS 3

CEO/ Managing Director - Mini-grid/DER (de-

veloper)

7

Industry Analyst/ Observer Managing Director/ Analyst, India-based 22

Senior Associate, Professor, Other-country based 4

Total 71

MOP: Ministry of Power MNRE: Ministry of New and Renewable Energy

CERC: Central Electricity Regulatory Commission POSOCO: Power System Operation Corporation

KERC: Karnataka Electricity Regulatory Commission BESCOM: Bangalore Electricity Supply Company

4.2 Interview Results

While interviewees cited revenue collection risk and the potential for theft as substantial

hurdles to mini-grid deployment, a large proportion of respondents agreed that solutions to

such challenges can be found in carefully designed business models. The challenges that fell

into the barrier categories of financial, economic, socio-cultural and technical were routinely

explained as those that are in the control/purview of the project developer and the investor,

who could together decide whether to enter a market (village or villages), and if so, determine

which technology to employ and how to address such risks within the project developer’s

business model.
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The remaining barrier category – regulatory – then became an important focus because

it is largely beyond an entrepreneur’s control. Interviewees across backgrounds and levels

of seniority identified the threat of central grid extension as the most prevalent regulatory

barrier to mini-grid deployment. They identified: (i) the uncertainty of the timing of central

grid extension and, (ii) the tariff differential between what is regulated for electricity from

the central grid and what needs to be charged by developers and investors to break-even

on these projects. Table 3 provides exemplary evidence from interviewees regarding the

centrality of threat of central grid extension and the pricing disparity it entails.

From Table 3, the seeming unpredictability of central grid extension is a particularly

vexing as articulated by capital provider B “... agency not giving us assurance...”, capital

provider A “... suddenly there is very high quality grid there...” and project developer/capital

provider A “... you don’t know what the government’s plans are...” The absence of a

regulatory framework for a private party to provide electricity services brings with it a lack of

protection in case of central grid expansion. This may have been an unintended consequence

of the Electricity Act of 2003, which effectively eliminated the need for a license to build,

own and operate an electricity generation and/or distribution entity. As central government

official A pointed out “Not needing a license is like a double-edge sword.” As stated by

a project developer/investor “It is hard to quantify, but 25, 30 percent of our customers

will get disconnected. Which may make the mini-grid on a standalone basis financially not

sustainable.” Paradoxically, removal of licensing requirement was expected by the central

government to unleash private investment.

The tariff differential which exists between mandated retail rates and the price a private

developer would need to charge causes customers to switch away from the mini-grid once

the central grid interconnects. From Table 3, this scenario is succinctly captured by project

developer E “... they switch to this government supplied power, and disconnect from our

[system].” As project developer A put it, “... the centralized grid came in, and we decided

not to take losses.” The revenue gap and the uncertainty as to when grid extension will occur

removes makes it difficult to draft a predictable business model with sufficient confidence.

This inability to plan relates to the perception that electricity is used as a political tool,

as industry observer D noted “Electricity is used as a political tool.”28 Further, industry

observer C noted: “So although there is on paper today a mechanism which says that there is

28Baskaran, Min, and Uppal (2015) provides supporting evidence on this point.
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a separate regulatory institution and there is a separate government policy-making mechanism

– the government can actually influence in a big way what happens. And that the utility is

actually an independent entity. But independence is only on paper. In almost all the places

it is still a very big political issue.” This sentiment is echoed by capital provider A from

Table 3 “... the local MLA said I need it done; and the electricity company had to do it.”

Finding 2: The regulatory barrier pertaining to the threat of central grid extension, com-

bined with the gap between subsidized retail rates and the rates mini-grids would need to

charge, is the gateway barrier to mini-grid deployment in India.

Earlier literature has documented multiple barriers to mini-grid deployment (Painuly,

2001; Chaurey and Kandpal, 2010b; Palit et al., 2013; Ahlborg and Hammar, 2014; Gershen-

son et al., 2015; Tongia, 2015; Tenenbaum et al., 2014; The Climate Group, 2015; cKinetics,

2013; Shrimali et al., 2013), albeit without prioritization of these barriers from a policy-

maker’s perspective. Such prioritization can serve to address barriers in sequence, enabling

as guidance to policymakers for enacting instruments that solve the highest priorities first

(Lindblom, 1959).

Our findings are consistent with earlier studies that have examined the protections that

ought to be afforded to mini-grid developers and the need for adequate grid coordination

(Palit and Chaurey, 2011; Bhattacharyya, 2013, 2014; Palit, 2015; Bhattacharyya and Palit,

2016). Our findings are also consistent with the ‘capital flight’ literature, which draws a

causal link between the presence of political risk and the lack of private capital for investments

(Alesina and Tabellini, 1989; Lensink, Hermes, and Murinde, 2000; Le and Zak, 2006).

Accordingly, with insufficient return expected from a mini-grid project, investments will not

be undertaken (Palit, 2015; Bhattacharyya and Palit, 2016). Alternatively, some projects

are indeed built, but in locations where the investment opportunity is compromised, selected

primarily by the criterion of not being proximate to the central grid, thus providing a spatial

“buffer” (Pueyo et al., 2013). This argument also supports the push from a mini-grid to

smaller generation sources (e.g. SHS) which reduces capital outlays for a system. For

example as project developer D revealed, “[The solution is to] build even a smaller modular

system so that you can take the assets and run. Build things that look more temporary than

permanent, which is kind of sad. That’s how we are trying to mitigate uncertainty around

policies.”
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Table 3: Exemplary Quotes

Exemplary Quote Source

...we also had to close six or seven sites because the centralized grid came in, and we decided

not to take losses on those sites.

Project De-

veloper, A

...the state... agency is not giving us the assurance that if you do these projects is the grid

going to reach there in one year, three years, five years? So there is no solidity in all of that.

Capital

Provider, B

The biggest risk for mini-grid[s]...is the availability of the grid...And the reason is of all of

the 300 million people don’t have access, about 90-95% of the villages covering the same

population lives within 5 kilometers from the existing transmission network. So if the utility

decides to provide access, then it can actually provide it the next day...that’s one of the

biggest risks.

Industry Ob-

server, D

I mean, I have had projects in Karnataka where we have done these solar lighting systems

projects, and in three months suddenly there is very high quality grid there, just because

the local MLA [Member of Legislative Assembly] said I need this done. And the electricity

company had to do it.

Capital

Provider, A

...So that’s how things happen when the centralized grid comes in. Most of the customers

who typically pay for a basic package of two CFLs and cell phone charging, they switch to

this government supplied power, and disconnect from our [system].

Project De-

veloper, E

So having distributed generation, even if it’s somewhat small, along those endpoints allows

them [discom] to manage the grid a lot better...And so it’s actually quite compelling for

them [government] to actually do that. But that contract has never been written. Frankly,

because there is no good business model in which you can go and show them [discom] that

this is what I need you to do...You need a government that’s ready to battle the [revenue]

losses issue... And that’s a political grenade.

Capital

Provider, C

The other aspect is that you put up a micro-grid; you don’t know what the government’s

plans are in terms of grid extension or strengthening the existing grid. Then your business

model is in question. When is the grid coming? Do you have a plan to integrate with the

grid if it does come in? What is your long-term plan, really?

Project De-

veloper/

Capital

Provider, A

[Unless]...the government figures out a way to work with the private sector to come together

and come up with a solution that is sustainable in the long run it is going to be difficult for

the micro-grid market really to take off.

Project De-

veloper/

Capital

Provider, A

With our portfolio, we are looking disproportionately at truly off the grid communities that

will likely not be captured in the first or even second rounds of grid expansion.

Capital

Provider, A
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In concluding this section, we note that our finding do not demonstrate that the gateway

barrier identified in our interviews is the only major barrier faced by mini-grid developers.

Rather, our findings suggests the threat of central grid extension is a barrier that cannot be

addressed by mini-grid developers. In order to unlock the potential of mini-grids in India and

the productive capacity they entail, the gateway barrier must be addressed through public

policy.

5 Enabling Mini-Grid Development

5.1 Indian Mini-Grid Policies and Policy Proposals

Our analysis thus far has shown that while there is an economic rationale for mini-grids, the

threat of central grid extension appears to be a deterrent to invest as entrepreneurs anticipate

the possibility of being held up on their capital investments. The immediate question then

becomes how policymakers and regulators can address this hold-up problem so as to create

an institutional framework that will direct private capital flows towards rural electrification.

Several proposals have recently been articulated in this regard: two policy proposals at the

federal level and one state level policy that was recently enacted. This section summarizes

key aspects of these policies and then discusses their effectiveness in addressing the incentives

for mini-grid developments.

FoR Proposal

At the national level, the Forum of Regulators (FoR) circulated in 2012 “ Draft Guide-

lines for Off Grid Distributed Generation and Supply Framework” (FoR, 2012).29 The FoR

proposal envisions that, contrary to the legal stipulations provided in the Electricity Act of

2003, an entrepreneur seeking to develop a mini-grid in a particular jurisdiction would first

need to be licensed and certified as part of an initial contractual agreement. The entrepreneur

would enter into a franchisee agreement with the discom, subject to approval by the State

Electricity Regulatory Commission. The entrepreneur would thereby be licensed to operate

the mini-grid on behalf of the Distribution Licensee and to provide electricity services to

the community in question. As part of the initial agreement, the potential franchisee would

present an ex-ante cost calculation of initial investment expenditures and operating costs to

29The FoR is an assembly of state and central electricity regulators that advises state electricity energy

boards on how to shape policy within states and across the country.
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be incurred in subsequent years. These costs would be broken out separately for electricity

generation and distribution services.

The FoR proposal envisions that the fees to be paid to the franchisee/entrepreneur would

be determined on a cost-plus basis so as to cover all projected operating costs of the mini-grid,

including depreciation charges, and an adequate return on invested capital. Accordingly,

the franchisee would be entitled to operating revenues that would include a fee related to

the operation of the mini-grid as well as a feed-in-tariff, specifying a rate in rupees per

kWh delivered to mini-grid consumers, to compensate for the deployment and operation

of the electricity generation assets. In particular, the franchisee/entrepreneur would enter

into a Power Purchasing Agreement (PPA) that would obligate the discom to buy pre-

specified amounts of electricity from the franchisee at the feed-in-tariff for a time horizon

corresponding to the useful life of the generation assets.

While the preceding guidelines specify a revenue base for the mini-grid entrepreneur, the

proposal also states explicitly that the retail electricity rates of the standalone mini-grid to

be charged to customers within the mini-grid jurisdiction must conform to those that the

distribution licensee charges to the same customer groups in other service areas of the discom.

As noted in previous sections, electricity sales to households and agricultural customers are

heavily subsidized. Accordingly, the FoR proposal anticipates a significant tariff gap between

the mandated retail rates and fees that the entrepreneur would be entitled to under the

franchisee agreement. The proposal suggests that this gap could be made up on an annual

basis in cash payments by either the discom or through so-called central financial assistance.

Finally, the FoR proposal specifies contingencies for the case of central grid extension to

the service area covered by the mini-grid. In that case, the initial franchisee agreement for

distribution services could be terminated. Specifically, the distribution licensee would have

the unilateral right to acquire the distribution assets from the owners of the mini-grid at a

transaction price given by the current book value of the assets. In contrast, the PPA for

power generation and the attendant feed-in-tariff would remain in place. Since this tariff is

likely to exceed the applicable subsidized retail rates, a sizable tariff gap is likely to persist.

We note that the FoR proposal contrasts with classical rate-of-return regulation applied

by public utility commissions in most developed economies. Whereas utilities (discoms) must

submit to periodic reviews of expenditure, this is not needed under the FoR proposal, as all

costs are budgeted upfront and contractually agreed upon. Such ‘price cap’ regulations do
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not require ongoing oversight, and shift the subsequent operational risk to the entrepreneur.

From an oversight perspective, the FoR proposal works well for renewable energy generation

sources because ongoing operating costs tend to be small in comparison to the upfront

investment.

MNRE Draft National Policy on Renewable Energy based Mini/Micro Grids

More recently, the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy promulgated the “Draft National

Policy on RE based Mini/Micro grids” in June 2016 (MNRE, 2016). In contrast to the

Forum of Regulators framework, the MNRE proposal does not require entrepreneurs to

obtain a license to distribute electricity or be certified as a franchisee of the discom. In line

with the Electricity Act of 2003, State Electricity Regulatory Commissions (SERCs) would

have no mandate to regulate electricity tariffs. Accordingly, mini-grid entrepreneurs would

be able to exercise market power in setting electricity rates. Rates could be restricted if

the mini-grid were to accept state-level incentives through grants and/or subsidies.30 The

responsible state authority (electricity board or development authority, acting as the state

nodal agency) would be the entity to set tariffs for subsidized mini-grid developments. In

the event that the mini-grid is interconnected with the central grid, the SERC would have

authority to set the tariff rate.

The MNRE proposal envisions coordination between discom(s) and mini-grid entrepreneurs

within a state. In particular, the MNRE proposal suggests that the mini-grid could operate

in a so-called Open Market approach, that does not restrict the location of new projects, or a

State Plus Open Market (Mixed) approach, where the state offers incentives in exchange for

development of so-deemed priority areas. The MNRE proposal acknowledges that mini-grids

and the incumbent discom grid will exist in parallel for some time.

The MNRE proposal also offers guidance regarding exit options for the entrepreneur in

the case of central grid interconnection. If the existing mode of operation of the mini-grid

is “Open Market”, the mini-grid could continue to serve its consumer base with continued

discretion for setting electricity rates. The mini-grid would also have the ability to sell

electricity to the discom at the point of interconnection under a PPA, the terms of which

would be negotiated. Conversely, the discom could access the mini-grid network in exchange

30There are no restrictions on electricity rates imposed by the federal government in exchange for central

government financial assistance, however, developers are only eligible to receive such assistance if they are

approved vendors through the Rural Energy Service Provider (RESP) program.
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for “appropriate” charges, provided the mini-grid network conforms to appropriate technical

standards. Finally, the entrepreneur can choose to sell its mini-grid assets (generation and/or

distribution) to the discom, yet the framework for such asset sales is left to the SERC.

Uttar Pradesh Mini Grid Policy

In early 2016, Uttar Pradesh became the first state to codify a mini-grid policy through

“Mini Grid Policy 2016 ” (UPNEDA, 2016; UPERC, 2016). Accordingly, mini-grids are

not limited to operate as standalone entities, that is, developers could potentially build a

mini-grid that would be interconnect with the existing grid from the onset.

The Uttar Pradesh policy is that offers two implementation models among which en-

trepreneurs can choose. The first of these models essentially envisions a public-private

partnership model, whereby the Uttar Pradesh state government identifies villages to be

developed with a mini-grid. Such projects will be awarded competitively with the winning

bid eligible for a 30% subsidy. The project must adhere to state technical standards and

tariff structures are regulated. For a service level of 100 W for 8 hours per day per month,

the project can charge only INR 120, or $0.083 per kWh.31 For greater loads, rates can

be set by the mini-grid developer. Under the alternative implementation model, mini-grids

could be developed essentially without restrictions, though also without subsidies.

Exit options for the entrepreneur differ depending on the pre-existence of the central grid

at the time the mini-grid was built. When there is no central grid initially, the policy adopts

the recommendations of the MNRE: the entrepreneur can choose (i) continue to operate as

before, or (ii) continue as before and sell excess electricity at the state mandated feed-in-

tariff (which is R7.06/kWh or $0.118/kWh for 2016–17) via a PPA, or (iii) sell all electricity

generated from the mini-grid at the state mandated feed-in-tariff via a PPA. In addition,

the entrepreneur will have the option to transfer the distribution network assets, though

not the generating assets, to the discom, provided the assets meet the relevant technical

standards. Valuation of these distribution assets will be based on the depreciated value of

assets, with depreciation calculated according to the straight-line rule. However, the initial

book value is to be set at the cost that would have been incurred by the discom in the year

of commissioning of the mini-grid (UPERC, 2016).

When there is already an existing discom interconnection at the time the mini-grid is

31This amount of electricity, 0.8 kWh per day per household, is in line with previous studies such as

Bhattacharyya (2014); Amutha and Rajini (2016); Kobayakawa and Kandpal (2014).
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constructed, the entrepreneur may choose between exit options (i) and (ii) above. Option

(iii) would be available only after a subsequent 3 year waiting period. The distribution

network may also be transferred to the discom at a mutually acceptable price, however,

unlike the case in which there is no pre-existing grid, the policy does not specify a valuation

rule for these assets.

Several provisions in the Uttar Pradesh policy seek to keep the discom “honest” both in

compensating for distribution assets and in offering a PPA to offtake mini-grid electricity.

If the discom is found to underpay for the distribution assets (based on the above valuation

approach) or refuses to enter into a PPA, the discom must compensate for differentials based

on the floor price of the Renewable Energy Credit for the appropriate technology.

5.2 Assessment of Recent Mini-Grid Policies and Policy Proposals

The two national policy frameworks and the recent state policy adopted in Uttar Pradesh

take, in our view, significant steps towards supporting the flow of private capital into mini-

grid development. In this subsection, we argue that, while neither of these policies and

proposals would alleviate the hold-up problem for mini-grid developments on its own, the

policies and proposals collectively contain the elements required for an effective solution.

The issues related to mini-grid development can be grouped into two categories: the reg-

ulatory terms on which a proposed mini-grid would be allowed to operate and sell electricity,

and secondly, the regulatory provisions that would apply if the central grid were to extend

to the service area covered by the mini-grid. We recall that, consistent with the Electricity

Act of 2003, a mini-grid developer currently does not require a license, and conversely does

not have any investment protection in case the local discom extends the central grid to the

jurisdiction in question. Accordingly, both the MNRE draft proposal and the Uttar Pradesh

policy adhere to the possibility of mini-grids operating in a laissez-faire mode. In exchange

for subsidies, projects would have to meet certain requirements in terms of tariffs as well

as technical and location requirements. The FoR proposal also envisions that in return for

becoming a licensed entity at the state level (SEB and SERC), mini-grids would become

eligible for specific safeguards in case of central grid extension.

Regarding the terms of the initial licensing process, the FoR proposal is the most specific

in terms of limiting the potential pricing power of the mini-grid. Since these entities would

be the exclusive provider of electricity, at least initially, there is obvious concern about the
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exercise of monopoly power to the detriment of customers.32 This is especially important

given that customers would frequently represent some of the more vulnerable populations

(Bhattacharyya, 2013; Bhattacharyya and Palit, 2016). If electricity rates are determined on

a cost-plus basis, as part of an upfront cost calculation, the entrepreneur would be prevented

from earning abnormal economic profits.33 This approach would naturally be reinforced if

the mini-grid project were to be awarded competitively to the lowest bidder, as envisioned

in the Uttar Pradesh policy. Under the MNRE framework and the Uttar Pradesh policy,

mini-grid developers retain the option to be unconstrained with respect to rates charged,

provided they choose not to accept state subsidies.

One significant concern regarding the FoR proposal relates to the credibility of the

promise to make up the tariff gap between the regulated rate and that charged by the

mini-grid according to the initial cost-plus calculation. As noted above, discoms in India

generally have weak balance sheets and are short on cash. Thus there would be considerable

residual risk for the entrepreneur regarding the ability to collect the tariff gap revenue from

the discom or through central federal assistance. Furthermore, the chances of not being able

to collect the tariff gap will arguably increase once the initial investment has been made and

therefore becomes a sunk cost.34 We submit that, with an overall fee structure calculated

in the cost-plus manner outlined in the FoR proposal, the entrepreneur will be exposed to

substantially less project risk if revenues (fees) can be collected directly from customers in

the domain of the mini-grid. The initial tariff agreement could stipulate retail rates that are

differentiated by customer categories, e.g., residential versus business customers, with the

weighted average sales price per kWh delivered to customers in the aggregate constrained by

32In contrast to the FoR proposal, the Uttar Pradesh policy ties any restriction on the rates charged by the

entrepreneur to the acceptance of subsidies, while the MNRE draft proposal does not envision restrictions

on the rates that the entrepreneur could charge, only the eligibility for subsidies.
33It can be shown that if one equates the allowed rate of return under the cost-plus fee structure with

the cost of capital underlying our LCOE calculations in Section 3, the fee per kilowatt hour delivered, when

calculated on a full cost basis, will also be equal to the corresponding LCOE figure. This follows from the

observation that, by construction, LCOE is the break-even sales price in a net present value calculation.
34The concern concerning tariff gaps is somewhat muted under the MNRE proposal and the Uttar Pradesh

policy, as the state nodal agency – not the discom – is the source of the state subsidy. The designated state

agency may be in a better financial position than the discom, thus reducing the probability of significant

delay or non-payment of subsidy. Further, all mini-grid projects are eligible for central assistance provided

they are enrolled as a rural energy service provider within the central program. To the extent that such

assistance is delivered directly to the entrepreneur or through the state agency, it will further reduce revenue

uncertainty.
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an overall revenue requirement.35 Absent subsidies, customers in the mini-grid zone would

gain access to electricity services at the full economic cost of mini-grid electrification (the

LCOE), yet this full cost will exceed the subsidized rates currently charged by the discoms.

Our calculations in Section 3 indicate that in the current environment an electricity rate

of approximately $0.38 per kWh would be required on average to attract private capital

to construct mini-grids based on solar PV combined with battery storage. While this rate

is noticeably less than what many off-grid rural customers are currently paying, it is still

expensive, in particular for low income households. To achieve lower tariffs, the above cost-

plus approach could be naturally supplemented with a combination of state and federal

subsidies.36 In this context, we note that the 30% capital expenditure offset that is offered

in Uttar Pradesh would not be sufficient for an entrepreneur to break-even if subsequent

electricity rates were capped at $0.083 per kWh, at least for the first 12 kWh purchased by

a customer.37

Regarding the issue of an exit option for the entrepreneur in case of central grid extension,

we suggest that, as part of the initial licensing agreement, the entrepreneur should have the

unilateral right to transfer the assets of the mini-grid, i.e., not only distribution assets but

also generation assets, to the discom once the central grid is extended to the service area of

the mini-grid. Consistent with the FoR and Uttar Pradesh approach, the transaction price

for these assets would be given by their current book value.38 With proper accounting for

operating assets, it can be shown that if revenues are set to cover operating costs (including

depreciation) and a return on invested capital, the entrepreneur will be indifferent between

(i) receiving the onetime buy-out payment equal to current book value or (ii) the stream

35Recent business model innovation has experimented with the so-called ABC model (anchor-business-

community), which charges differentiated electricity rates depending on a variety of factors including load

profile, power requirements, reliability, etc. This may have the effect of reducing rural residential rates within

the village, however not to the level of grid connected subsidized electricity.
36It is generally agreed that solar energy would not have emerged as quickly in Europe and the U.S.

without substantial subsidies in the form of feed-in-tariffs or investment tax credits.
37Specifically, 12 kWh represents approximately 22% of monthly demand for an average village household

described in our cost calculations, i.e. 1.8 kWh/hh/day – see Section 3. This falls at the higher range

within similar studies, with 12 kWh representing 21% to 76% of assumed monthly demand (Kobayakawa

and Kandpal, 2014; Bhattacharyya, 2014; Amutha and Rajini, 2016; Sandwell et al., 2016).
38This provision should be subject to a requirement that the mini-grid operators has properly maintained

the assets so that their future stream of operating cash flows is at least as large as their remaining book

value.
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of future revenues less operating expenses.39 As a consequence, the entrepreneur would be

indifferent between the event of grid extension and continuing to operate the mini-grid on

the original terms of the agreement.40 The potential event of grid extension would therefore

not impact the initial investment incentives, effectively addressing the holdup problem.

To account for the value of operating assets, the Uttar Pradesh policy suggests straight-

line depreciation. On this specific point, we refer to the accounting literature that has

highlighted the role of so-called replacement cost accounting for valuing operating assets; see,

for example Nezlobin, Rajan, and Reichelstein (2012). Under replacement cost accounting,

depreciation would be lower than the straight-line charges early on, but correspondingly

higher in later periods. The conceptual advantage of such a depreciation policy is that book

values reflect economic values (future value derived from the asset) at each point in time.

To conclude this subsection, we note that the MNRE policy draft is not specific regarding

exit options for the mini-grid entrepreneur, but instead leaves this issue to state regulators.

The Uttar Pradesh policy gives the entrepreneur the right to sell electricity into the grid at

a price set by the feed-in-tariff for the applicable renewable energy technology (say roughly

$0.116 per kWh for solar PV installations based on current UP feed-in tariffs). However,

since the distribution network is a relatively small component of the overall mini-grid, the

entrepreneur would still make significant losses in case the central grid is extended to the

service area of the mini-grid.

5.3 Policy Impact on Different Stakeholders

The preceding policy recommendations are likely to affect the behavior of project develop-

ers and discoms. This change in behavior has implications for the spatial distribution of

electrification by mini-grids versus central grid extension, and accordingly will have impacts

on the extent certain segments of the rural and off-grid Indian population may capture the

benefits of productive capacity through electrification.

There is evidence that, generally, those villages which are currently unelectrified are most

proximate to the central grid will benefit the most from electrification (Pueyo et al., 2013;

Bhattacharyya and Palit, 2016; Singh, 2016). This is because other pre-existing conditions

39Supplementary Material reproduces the relevant identities linking discounted cash flows, depreciation

schedules and book values.
40In expectation and in practice, the customers who will now be connected to the central due to intercon-

nection with the mini-grid, will be subject to the much lower subsidized rates.
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may be in place such as access to markets and infrastructure, which in turn make it likely that

electrification could yield the highest benefit based on the deployment of productive capacity.

Further, these kinds of villages would also have – on average – a higher willingness to pay

for electricity, specifically high-quality, reliable electricity (Winkler et al., 2011).41 Villages

closer to the existing central grid thus would seem likely targets for mini-grid developers.42

Conversely, those rural, off-grid villages that are less proximate to the existing central

grid, and perhaps have lower willingness to pay, will be of lower priority to mini-grid devel-

opers. In addition, it may be more costly for the central grid to reach such villages, and

even if it does, to provide reliable, quality electricity. While some authors, e.g., Pueyo et al.

(2013) and Banerjee et al. (2015), suggest that electrification should favor those with higher

expected consumption levels, the Government of India has implemented efforts such as the

DDG program within DDUGJY to bring electricity to the remotest of villages. It remains

an issues for future study to predict the proportion of rural, off-grid villages that are likely

to “fall through the cracks” for alternative regulatory policies.

6 Conclusion

The literature on rural development has argued that electrification and the productive use

of electricity are key steps to alleviate poverty Peters, Harsdorff, and Ziegler (2009); Kirubi

et al. (2009); Ebrahim et al. (2010); Pueyo et al. (2013). Public funds have proven insufficient

to provide central grid electricity for large portions of rural India. In response, private capital

has sought to fill this gap through off-grid alternatives. While the smallest scale of these

alternatives has gained a relatively high level of penetration across rural India, mini-grids

have seen comparatively little diffusion. From a cost perspective, we have provided evidence

that the rate of rural electrification by mini-grids should be higher than observed today.

Motivated by this deployment gap, our analysis has explored the impediments to private

capital being attracted to deliver electricity services via mini-grids.

41This adheres to the recommendation by Banerjee et al. (2015) that access to electricity should be provided

first to those with expected higher consumption levels.
42In this situation, it would seem likely that there would be an appetite for ‘firming’ power, as Pueyo et al.

(2013) indicate that reliability and quality of electricity are of more concern to customers of more affluent

villages. This could be of benefit to villages already electrified, but experiencing intermittent supply from

the central grid. Such an opportunity could counteract some of the perceptions of mini-grids as inferior or

temporary solutions (Bhattacharyya, 2013).
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Our analysis has evaluated the cost-competitiveness of three different mini-grid scenarios

against alternative means of off-grid delivery of energy services (kerosene lantern and pooled

diesel generation). Our calculations are based on an assumed level of service, overall village

demand and local cost considerations. We find that, in general, mini-grids – especially solar-

plus-storage systems – have distinctly lower costs than the incumbent off-grid alternatives.

At the same time, the full economic cost of electricity for such a mini-grid far exceeds the

subsided electricity price that is offered to customers who are connected to the central grid.

Given this cost advantage and the perceived willingness to pay for energy services in

an off-grid setting, we have explored existing barriers to widespread mini-grid deployments.

Through a qualitative analysis of multiple stakeholders including Indian regulators, financiers

and mini-grid developers, we have identified the so-called gateway barrier. It stems from

the inability of mini-grid entrepreneurs to protect their revenues in the event of central

grid extension. The difference between the rates that a mini-grid would need to charge in

order to be economically viable and the subsidized central grid tariffs would cause electricity

customers to defect to the central grid, leaving the mini-grid developer with stranded assets.

The prospect of being “held up” with a significant exogenous probability causes investors to

shy away from mini-grid development in the first place. While other barriers to mini-grid

diffusion exist, we argue that the gateway barrier needs to be addressed first, as it is not

under the control of developers, but strictly the purview of regulators.

Our paper has explored how two federal policy proposals and a state-level policy recently

enacted could change the attractiveness of mini-grid developments. Consistent with the

general direction of these proposals, we argue that in exchange for submitting to regulatory

constraints regarding technical standards and allowable rates, entrepreneurs should also be

given an exit option in case of central grid extension. The terms of this exit option can be

specified so as to leave the entrepreneur indifferent about the event of grid extension, thus

effectively alleviating the hold-up problem that currently appears to be a deterrent for new

mini-grid developments.

While our paper focuses on India, home of almost one fifth of the 1.2 billion people

without access to electricity (IEA, 2015), our findings may have implications for other parts

of the world. The risk of grid extension may also be a key barrier for private electrifica-

tion investments in other countries, especially in peri-urban areas or locations close to cities

(Bhattacharyya, 2014). The IEA (2015) estimates that globally around 200 million people
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living in urban areas lack access to electricity. To the extent governments aim at the elec-

trification through mini-grids (and long-term central grid integration), the findings in this

paper should prove relevant.
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Appendix

A Mini-grids

Figure 3: Mini-grids balance the supply of power from a small generation unit (i.e., power

source) and the demand from customers. Figure is from Blum (2013).

B Cost Assessment: Assumptions and Details

We stress three points important to the interpretation of our kerosene cost estimate. First,

our cost inputs are appropriate for a Petromax kerosene lantern.43 Second, since consumers

access a significant share of kerosene at subsidized rates through India’s Public Distribution

System, we present both unsubsidized and subsidized cost figures. Finally, since we use

the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) metric to compare the costs of alternative energy

services, our kerosene cost numbers reflect assumptions about the electricity consumption

that would be required to provide an equivalent lighting service. To provide the 1300 lu-

mens of light intensity that the Petromax provides, a consumer would need to use either an

incandescent bulb of 100 Watts (W) or an LED bulb of 12W. The LCOE of kerosene-based

lighting is much higher if the consumer’s alternative is to use a 12W bulb than if it is to

use the 100W bulb. Since the same quantity of kerosene would be consumed to provide the

service in either case, the LCOE will intuitively appear higher if the replacement technol-

ogy is an efficient 12W bulb. Accounting for our two assumptions about kerosene prices

43The kerosene lantern market includes both Petromax and hurricane lanterns; the luminosity and effi-

ciency of Petromax lanterns is greater than that of the hurricane lanterns.
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Table 4: Kerosene: assumptions and output.

100W 12W Source

Price (2015 US$) 40.35 40.35
Miller and Hope (2000)

Anil K. Rajvanshi (1989)

System price ($/W) 0.40 3.36

Cost of capacity, c ($/kWh) 0.055 0.46

Fixed operating cost (2015 US$/kW-year) 4.12 4.12 Miller and Hope (2000)

Time averaged fixed cost, f , ($/kWh) 0.02 0.16

Kerosene fuel consumption (L/hour) 0.13 0.13 Miller and Hope (2000)

Kerosene retail price, subsidized ($/L) 0.25 0.25

Kerosene retail price, unsubsidized ($/L) 0.67 0.67

Kerosene cost per hour, subsidized (2015 $) 0.03 0.09

Hours of use 6 6 Banerjee et al. (2006)

Lifetime 5 5 Miller and Hope (2000)

Discount rate 0.10 0.10

Time averaged variable cost, w, subsidized ($/kWh) 0.33 2.75

Time averaged variable cost, w, unsubsidized ($/kWh) 0.87 7.26

LCOE (c + f + w), subsidized ($/kWh) 0.40 3.31

LCOE (c + f + w), unsubsidized ($/kWh) 0.94 7.82

and two replacement light bulb technologies, we present four kerosene cost numbers. If the

replacement technology is a 12W bulb, the LCOE of kerosene-based lighting is $3.31/kWh

and $7.82/kWh with subsidized and unsubsidized kerosene prices, respectively. On the other

hand, if the replacement technology is a 100W bulb, the corresponding cost estimates are

$0.40/kWh and $0.94/kWh.
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Table 5: Pooled household diesel generation: assumptions and output.

Value Source

Generator capacity (kW) 1

System price (2015 $/kW) 446 Alternate Hydro Energy Centre (2010)

Cost of capacity, c ($/kWh) 0.077

Fixed operating cost (2015 US$/kW-year) 220 Schmidt, Blum, and Wakeling (2013)

Time averaged fixed cost, f , ($/kWh) 0.143

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 25% utilization 0.15 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 50% utilization 0.15 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 75% utilization 0.15 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 100% utilization 0.14 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel retail price (2015 $/L) 1.30 Multiple of late-April 2015 price (INR 57/L)

Capacity factor 0.176

Lifetime, T (years) 5 Miller and Hope (2000)

Discount rate 0.10

Time averaged variable cost, w ($/kWh) 0.730

LCOE (c + f + w), ($/kWh) 0.950

Our calculations assume that four households pool to purchase and use a diesel gen-

erator.44 Our assumptions about the household diesel solution imply a cost estimate of

$0.95/kWh.45

B.1 Diesel mini-grid

Our estimated diesel mini-grid cost is based directly on the LCOE formula. Given the load

profile, we calculate the LCOE of a mini-grid with a diesel generator of sufficient capacity to

meet the profile’s peak load. Table 6 presents our assumptions about the diesel mini-grid.46

We highlight three important differences relative to the pooled household-level diesel case.

First, the system price reflects the economies of scale characteristic of diesel generators; per

44This is a more conservative assumption than the scenario in which each household has its own generator,

as the upfront cost of diesel generators decreases with the scale of the generator.
45We scale a late April 2015 diesel price of INR 57 per liter recorded by Indian Oil (see https://www.

iocl.com/Products/HighspeedDiesel.aspx) by 1.37 to reflect the ratio of the average diesel price over the

36 months up to May 2015 to the diesel price in May 2015 (see http://www.indexmundi.com/commodities/

?commodity=diesel&months=60). This adjusts for the drastic drop in crude oil prices that was observed in

mid-2015.
46We estimate a system price (SP ) by scaling the SP for a 30kW system from Alternate Hydro Energy

Centre (2010) by the ratio of SP values for 55kW and 30kW systems provided by Feinstein and Minnihan

(2013). We do not use their numbers directly because generators in India are cheaper than those in the U.S.
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unit of capacity, diesel generators are cheaper at larger scales. Second, the diesel consumption

entailed in larger generators is lower than that in smaller generators. Third, since we assume

the mini-grid is operated by a for-profit firm, we account for corporate taxes and depreciation

tax-shields associated with a 15 year straight-line depreciation schedule. We estimate a cost

of $0.56/kWh for diesel-based mini-grids, exclusive of distribution costs.

Table 6: Diesel mini-grid cost assumptions and output.

Value Source

Generator capacity (kW) 60

System price (2015 $/kW) 160
Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Alternate Hydro Energy Centre (2010)

Cost of capacity, c ($/kWh) 0.012

Tax rate, α 35%

Tax factor, ∆ 1.24

Depreciation dt,diesel Straight line

over 15 years

Fixed operating cost (2015 US$/kW-year) 220 Schmidt, Blum, and Wakeling (2013)

Time averaged fixed cost, f , ($/kWh) 0.127

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 25% utilization 0.09 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 50% utilization 0.09 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 75% utilization 0.08 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 100% utilization 0.08 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel retail price ($/L) 1.30 Multiple of late-April 2015 price (INR 57/L)

Capacity factor 0.176

Lifetime, T (years) 15

Discount rate 0.10

Time averaged variable cost, w ($/kWh) 0.414

LCOE (c ·∆ + f + w), ($/kWh) 0.556

B.2 Solar and battery mini-grid

To estimate the cost of the solar and battery mini-grid, we first determine which combination

of solar module and battery capacities would minimize the LCOE of the mini-grid.

We use a search algorithm to select the solar module and battery capacities (PPV and

Pbattery, respectively) that would meet all operational requirements at the minimal LCOE.

The operational requirements are (1) that the combined solar and battery capacities meet

the serviced area’s demand profile over nine hours of service with a 90% reliability and (2)

that the battery capacity adheres to depth-of-discharge constraints.
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We follow four steps to identify the cost minimizing combination of solar and battery

capacities, {P ∗
PV , P ∗

battery}.47 Our procedure searches iteratively larger sets of solar module

and battery capacities, SPV and Sbattery, respectively.

First, we initialize our search by defining two one-point sets, with Sbattery equal to 0 and

SPV equal to Pmin
PV . Pmin

PV is the solar module capacity that would meet alone the cumulative

consumption of the aggregate demand profile in a year, assuming an exact overlap between

the demand and resource profiles and conditional on our assumption about the level of service

from the mini-grid (i.e., 9 hours per day with 90% reliability). The sets define a unique initial

candidate solution, {Pmin
PV , 0} and an initial candidate LCOE, LCOEo.

Second, we test whether the candidate solution meets the operational requirements. If

so, we stop our search and infer that the cost minimizing combination of solar and battery

capacities, {P ∗
PV , P ∗

battery}, is equal to the current candidate solution.

Third, if it does not meet the operational requirements, we increase the current candidate

LCOE by an increment, δLCOE, which we set to $0.01/kWh. In tandem, we redefine the

suprema of the sets SPV and Sbattery to exceed the suprema of the sets of the previous

iteration. Then, sup(SiPV ) becomes sup(Si−1
PV ) + δLCOE

KPV
, where KPV describes the capacity

and fixed costs associated with a unit of solar capacity and i denotes the present iteration

count. Similarly, sup(Sibattery) is sup(Si−1
battery) + δLCOE

Kbattery
, where Kbattery describes the capacity

and fixed costs associated with a unit of battery capacity. We then assess the ordered pairs

of solar and battery capacities from SPV and Sbattery that lie on an iso-LCOE line. In our

search, we discretize SPV at a granularity of δPV , which we set to 0.2kW.

Fourth, we repeat steps two and three until we reach a feasible solution. The first feasible

solution is the cost minimizing combination of solar and battery capacities, {P ∗
PV , P ∗

battery}.
Since we combine the system prices of the solar modules and the battery to derive the

LCOE of the solar and battery mini-grid system, we present several required modifications

of the LCOE formulation in Reichelstein and Yorston (2013). We calculate the cost of

capacity as the sum of the module and battery costs. With cSBMG representing the full cost

of capacity, we have:

cSBMG =
(SPmodule + SPBOS + SPbattery ·

P ∗
battery

P ∗
PV

) ·∆
8760 · CF · Σtxt · γt

(2)

The
P ∗
battery

P ∗
PV

term in the above equation normalizes the system price of the battery from a

47The model, which is implemented in Python, is available upon request to the authors.
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dollar per kWh basis to a dollar per Watt basis. The system price of the battery assumes

that 10% of the battery is replaced every year.48 We follow Nykvist and Nilsson (2015) in

assuming that battery costs will continue to decrease at an annual rate of 8%. Representing

initial battery costs in dollars per kWh by Ko
battery, we thus have:

Kt
battery = Ko

battery ∗ e−0.08t (3)

Above, t denotes the number of years since the initial period. Accounting for these cost

dynamics, we have the following formulation for SPbattery:

SPbattery = Ko
battery · (1 + 0.1 ∗ Σt=29

t=1 e
−0.08t · γt) (4)

While we assume that neither the solar nor battery capacities entail any variable costs,

we must update the expression for fixed costs to accommodate the different units on the

solar and battery components. With fSBMG representing the full time-averaged fixed cost,

we have:

fSBMG = fmodule + fbattery ·
P ∗
battery

P ∗
PV

(5)

In the equation above, the rightmost term allows us to express the fixed costs of the overall

system in terms of dollars per kWh.

Table 7 details our assumptions about solar and battery systems, which together imply

an LCOE of $0.365/kWh, exclusive of distribution costs.49

48By using the same tax factor for the solar and battery components, we assume that the firm effectively

purchases a stream of battery components, the total cost of which can be depreciated in years 1 and 2.
49Blum, Wakeling, and Schmidt (2013) suggest that fixed costs are 1.5% of capacity costs, but we use

the $10/kWh-year figure to provide a conservative estimate. Note also that our capacity factor of 0.149

may seem low. However, this capacity factor reflects not only the resource availability, which would imply

a capacity factor of 0.2355, but also the share of maximum potential generation that is used to provide the

target level of service to the area served by the mini-grid.
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Table 7: Solar and battery mini-grid cost assumptions and output.

Value Source

Module price, SPmodule (2015 $/W) 0.57 GTM (2015a, 2016)

Balance-of-systems price, SPBOS (2015 $/W) 0.72 GTM (2015b,c)

Lithium ion battery price, SPbattery (2015 $/kWh) 350 Nykvist and Nilsson (2015); BNEF (2015)

Solar panel size (kW) 71.6

Battery size (kWh) 346

Cost of capacity, cSBMG ($/kWh) 0.302

Fixed O&M cost, solar, ft,module (2015 $/kWp DC-year) 12 Comello and Reichelstein (2016)

Fixed O&M cost, battery, ft,battery (2015 $/kWh-year) 10 Schalk and Cloete (n.d.)

Time averaged fixed cost, fSBMG, ($/kWh) 0.045

Variable operating cost, wt (2015 $/kWh) 0 Reichelstein and Yorston (2013)

Time averaged variable cost, wSBMG ($/kWh) 0.000

Module degradation rate, xt .995 Reichelstein and Yorston (2013)

Tax rate, α 35%

Tax factor, ∆ 1.06

Discount rate, r 0.10

Depreciation dt,solar 80% and 20% in

years 1 and 2

DC/AC de-rate factor 0.85 Reichelstein and Yorston (2013)

Capacity factor, CF 0.149

Lifetime, T (years) 30

LCOE (c ·∆ + f + w)SBMG ($/kWh) 0.365

B.3 Diesel and solar mini-grid

Since the diesel and solar mini-grid system represents a hybrid of generation technologies, our

cost estimation procedure begins by determining the contribution of each of the generation

components to meeting load. As in our cost estimation for the solar and battery mini-grid,

we search over a combination of solar module capacities in the set SPV and diesel capacities

in the set Sdiesel. Our search proceeds in five steps. We first select a particular solar capacity

from SPV . Given the solar resource and load profiles of the area served by the mini-grid,

we next calculate the share of demand that can be met by a solar facility of that size.

Third, we determine the residual demand that must be met by the diesel facility. Fourth,

we select a diesel generator of an appropriate size to meet the residual demand. Fifth, we

calculate the LCOE of the combined mini-grid system as the weighted average of the solar-

and diesel-specific LCOEs, with weights defined by the share of load met by the solar and

diesel capacities, as shown in the expression below:
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LCOEDSMG = shareSolar · LCOESolar + shareDiesel · LCOEDiesel (6)

Above, DSMG denotes the diesel and solar mini-grid, and share, the fraction of load met

by the solar or diesel generation capacity, as appropriate. To find the LCOE-minimizing

combination of solar and diesel capacities, we proceed through the set SPV .

Table 8 details our assumptions about solar and diesel systems, which together imply an

LCOE of $0.533/kWh, exclusive of distribution costs.
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Table 8: Diesel and solar mini-grid cost assumptions and output.

Value Source

Module price, SPmodule (2015 $/W) 0.57 GTM (2015a, 2016)

Balance-of-systems price, SPBOS (2015 $/W) 0.72 GTM (2015b,c)

Solar panel size (kW) 20.8

Cost of capacity, csolar ($/kWh) 0.211

Depreciation dt,solar 80%, 20% in

t=1, 2

Tax factor, solar, ∆solar 1.06

Fixed O&M cost, solar, ft,module (2015 $/kWp DC-year) 12 Comello and Reichelstein (2016)

Time averaged fixed cost, solar, fsolar, ($/kWh) 0.020

Time averaged variable cost, solar wsolar ($/kWh) 0.000

Lifetime, solar, Tsolar (years) 30

Degradation rate, solar xt .995 Reichelstein and Yorston (2013)

DC/AC de-rate factor 0.85 Reichelstein and Yorston (2013)

Solar capacity factor, CFsolar 0.0712

LCOE, solar (c ·∆ + f + w) ($/kWh) 0.241

Diesel size (kW) 60

Diesel system price, SPdiesel (2015 $/kW) 160
Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Alternate Hydro Energy Centre (2010)

Cost of capacity, cdiesel ($/kWh) 0.017

Depreciation dt,diesel Straight line

over 15 years

Tax factor, diesel, ∆diesel 1.23

Fixed O&M cost, diesel, ft,diesel (2015 $/kW-year) 220 Schmidt, Blum, and Wakeling (2013)

Time averaged fixed cost, diesel, fdiesel, ($/kWh) 0.146

Lifetime, diesel, Tdiesel (years) 15

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 25% utilization 0.09 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 50% utilization 0.09 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 75% utilization 0.08 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel consumption (L/hour), 100% utilization 0.08 Feinstein and Minnihan (2013)

Diesel retail price (2015 $/L) 1.30 Multiple of IndianOil Aug. 2015

Time averaged variable cost, diesel w ($/kWh) 0.410

Tax rate, α 35%

Discount rate, r 0.10

Diesel capacity factor, CFdiesel 0.1727

LCOE, diesel (c + f + w) ($/kWh) 0.576

Load met by solar, sharesolar 0.125

LCOE (c ·∆ + f + w),DSMG ($/kWh) 0.533
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B.4 Distribution costs

The levelized cost of distribution reflects both the capital cost of distribution wiring and the

volume of electrical power distributed over the lifetime of the distribution network. Given

our assumptions about the level of electricity service (i.e., 9 hours), length of wiring (3km),

and demand profile (see Figure 1), and reliability (90%)50, distribution costs are a function of

only the capital costs of the distribution network. We follow Chaurey and Kandpal (2010b)

in assuming a capital cost of 2010 INR 150,000/km.51

Figure 4: Alternative demand profile.

C Interview Methodology: Additional Details

Interviews were served by continual updates to the research framework, which in turn was

informed by inclusion of additional primary and secondary research. All interviews took

between 45 and 90 minutes and were conducted by at least two researchers to help ensure re-

liability of findings and capitalize on novel insights. Interviews were audio recorded, and later

transcribed and independently verified for accuracy. We closed our information collection

50Except for the diesel-based mini-grid, in which case the reliability is 100%.
51We scale this to 2015 INR by the ratio of the Indian wholesale price index in April 2015 to that in April

2009. We source wholesale price index data from http://www.eaindustry.nic.in/home.asp.
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stage once the marginal value of additional interviews yielded little new insight (Eisenhardt,

1989). In addition to the description of the interview methodology provided in Section 4,

the following provides additional details of the interview approach.

C.1 Access to Private Sector Interviewees

Given that project developers are faced with the barriers to mini-grid deployment, we focused

on this interviewee group. We contacted project development firms by email or through

the professional networking site, LinkedIn. Since our interest lies in understanding how

project sponsors chose the scale and location of electrification to pursue, we interviewed the

founders of companies, unless they were no longer at the company. For only two firms, we

were unable to interview the founder, given the company’s size and diversified portfolio.

The vast majority of firms we interviewed were solely focused on one technology type and

one business model and were small in revenue-terms. It was important to interview the

entrepreneur to full understand what they considered and what barriers they faced that

shaped the creation of the present business model. The firms we interviewed represented

60% of the mini-grid/off-grid industry in India. To generate a sample of industry analysts,

NGOs, uni/multilateral and academics, we used email to reach an initial set, and used

snowball sampling (Rowland Atkinson, 2004) to identify those who would provide expert

opinion given the focus of their work.

C.2 Access to Indian Government Interviewees

To access government interviewees, we identified relevant entities, such as the Ministry of

Power (MoP), Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) and the Central Electricity

Regulatory Commission (CERC). Whereas MoP and MNRE set energy policy in general

(MoP) and specifically for renewable energy (MNRE), CERC is mandated to set tariffs for

central generation stations and importantly, develop mechanisms to efficiently and effectively

meet the policy goals of the ministries. A similar structure exists at the state level, where a

State Electricity Regulatory Commission (SERC) sets the operating and tariff structure by

which the associated discoms abide. We focused specifically on the state of Karnataka, its

regulator (KERC) and its largest discom, located in Bangalore (BESCOM).52

52With respect to electricity, Karnataka has one of the more advanced regulatory and technical systems

in India. As such, its policymakers have a nuanced view of different kinds of electrification processes. This,

coupled with ready access to senior policymakers, made the case to focus on Karnataka compelling.
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We selected senior level people from the websites. We contacted those individuals whom

we did not know with direct mailings and those we knew or were in our network of professional

contacts, with emails. Further, in India, we identified and interviewed additional senior level

leaders through snowball sampling. In total, we conducted 52 interviews while in India;

of these interviewees, 20 were senior policymakers. In an effort to increase both internal

and external validity, we intersperse interviews with industry analysts and other experts

with policymakers. Where feasible, we interviewed multiple representatives from a given

policymaking and/or regulatory entity to provide further sources for triangulation.

C.3 Transcription and Coding

The majority of interviews that were not recorded were those involving senior electricity pol-

icymakers and regulators in India. It was indicated by the interviewees that it was culturally

and professionally inappropriate to record a conversation of such a nature. In the cases of

not transcription, owing to no interview, interviewer notes were used as primary evidence of

the assertions made during such interviews. All transcripts were saved in a secured, central

case study database. The online collaborative qualitative assessment tool Dedoose was used

for all coding exercises. Interview transcripts were independently reviewed and assessed for

statements which referred to the constructs identified in the research framework. To ensure

that the codes were understood as to be applied consistently given the multiple kinds of

elicitations expected in the interviews, we employed pre-consensus coding. Through an it-

erative process, this increased the inter-rater reliability (i.e. consistency in comprehension

and application of codes by the project team) (Gibbert, Ruigrok, and Wicki, 2008).

D Interview Protocol

The general interview protocol used follows.
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Date: 

Interviewer(s): 

Interviewee(s) and role(s) in firm/agency/organization: 

Firm/agency/organization name and type of firm: 

Location of firm/agency/organization: 

Location of interview: 

Start time/End time: 

Guiding script for opening statement / project description and goals: 
  
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts with us in this interview. This is part of a study 
exploring the deployment of solar photovoltaic electricity generation systems in developing economies. 
We anticipate that the interview will take approximately 60 minutes. We would like to record the 
interview, but all collected information will have identifiers removed to protect interview respondents. 
You do not have to answer every question and can stop the interview at any time... 

Recording code / reference #: 

 

 1. Can you please tell us about your business/agency, its purpose and the context or situation in which 
you work, and how you got started doing this? 

2. [Private Sector] Please share more about the kinds customers you serve, where they are located, and 
how you chose to serve them. [Public Sector] Please share more about how customers are segmented 
and what are the structures/philosophies behind such decisions  
 
Potential [Private Sector] Prompts: 

● [Define market / opportunity with the interviewee. Is this micro-grid, mini-grid, etc.?] 
 

● Larger Market: Can you tell us a little bit more about what you currently see as the overall 
market for solar mini-grids in India? 

○ Can you please share how you defined and estimated this market opportunity? (Are the 
numbers you’re providing revenue, profits, households, individuals, etc.?) 

○ History: Has the situation changed in the X years since you’ve been in this 
business? 

○ Future Projections: Do you anticipate the demand to change as time goes by? 
If so, how? What needs to happen for the market to “take off”? 

 
○ Categorization: How do you think about the mini-grid market in different situations or 

sites? 
■ PROMPT: Do you consider what this market looks like in urban, rural, peri-

urban communities separately? If so, how? 
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■ PROMPT: Do you consider what this market looks like in communities that are 
off-grid, on an unreliable grid, or using backup? If so, how? 

■ PROMPT: Do you consider residential compared to commercial demand? 
 

○ Other considerations: 
■ Does this estimate consider alternatives, such as kerosene replacement? 
■ Does this estimate consider how customers are using electricity, particularly 

customers getting access for the first time? 
■ Can you please share how you think about the dynamics of the demand curve? 

 
● Serviceable Market: Thank you for explaining the large industry demand to us. Could you now 

tell us a little bit about what you see as your market? How much of the larger market can be 
reached by your firm? 

○ PROMPT: What are your products or services, and how do these fit into the larger 
market?  

 
○ Can you please give a sense of how much you think this could be scaled up in the 

future? 
■ PROMPT: In terms of doing more of what is currently being done? 
■ PROMPT: In terms of diversification of products/services (i.e. different 

generation options, different storage configurations, different product/service 
combinations or offerings)? 

■ PROMPT: In terms of replicating in more locations (similar or different from 
where your services are now)? 

 
● Assumptions: Is there anything you do not know about the market you are in, or are assuming 

about this market? 
 

Potential [Public Sector] Prompts: 
● What are the major governing rules that segment customers? How have they changed? Who 

has jurisdiction over them? How are retail and wholesale electricity rates determined? How is 
quality of service measured? How do different segments of electricity customers behave in 
terms of rate changes?  

 3. [Private Sector] What activities and processes are parts of your approach to address the market 
opportunity? Can you please share more about your business model and how you developed it? [Public 
Sector] What models have been used to address off-grid or rural electrification?  
 
Potential [Private Sector] Prompts: 

● Where does your firm operate, and how did you decide on those locations? (What geographies 
have you considered for X and how did you narrow them down?) 

 
● Can you share more about your targeted customer segmentation? 

 
● Can you share more about your value proposition? 

○ How did you take advantage of market opportunities? 
○ Did you use any novel ideas/innovations (USP: unique selling proposition)? If so, which 

ones? 
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● Can you share more about how you connect to customers? 

○ What networks or channels do you use to reach the customers? 
○ How do you maintain customer relationships? 

 
● Can you share more about the revenue streams you created? (e.g., INR/kWh) 

○ Are you charging customers upfront, or over time? 
○ PROMPT: If you charge over time, 

■ What pricing models are you using, or what is the implied per unit charge? 
■ How do you make this model incentive compatible? 
■ Do you use a pay-as-you-go (PAYG) model? 

○ Can you share how you decided on this pricing model? (e.g., outside options) 
■ [Discuss if the model is incentive compatible?] 

○ If you’re using a combination of products, can you share more about why you chose 
those products? 

■ [We want to ensure we know what is in the portfolio of the firms’ offerings.] 
 

● Can you please share more about your cost structure? 
○ What is the plant size? What factors helped you decide to size the plant this way? 
○ What are the costs per plant? Please include fixed costs, variable costs, and levelized 

cost of electricity (LCOE). 
○ What are the costs at the company level? 
○ Can you share if your firm is profitable? Can you share what are your margins? What 

would help your firm increase its profitability? 
 

● What has been your access to capital like? What has influenced your ability to obtain financing? 
[We want to ensure that we ask about access to capital and whether the underlying technology 
affects the interviewees’ abilities to obtain financing.] 

 
Potential [Public Sector] Prompts: 

· What models have worked in engaging the private sector?  
o What are the different methods by which electrification of the rural populations occurs? 
o How are decisions regarding off-grid electrification rendered? 
o Who is ultimately responsible for rural and/or off-grid electrification? 
o What incentive structures have been used? How were these developed? How is 

success measured? How successful have these structures been? 

4. [Private Sector] What has been your experience with trying to deploy your products or services? 
[Public Sector] Provided how rural and off-grid electrification is occurring and the described rate, what 
could be improved (leading to discussion of barriers, outlined below). 
 
Potential [Private Sector] Prompts: 
What is your current installation rate? How does this compare with what you would like your installation 
rate to be? Are you deploying at different rates in different locations/settings? If so, why do you think this 
may be the case? 
 
[Follow-up on any mentions of difficulties during the deployment process, or begin prompting questions 
below to learn more about potential barriers – ideally, we could try waiting to see if interviews bring up 
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challenges or barriers on their own? 
● Possible approach 1: Start general, then follow-up on specifics 
● Possible approach 2: Prompt interviewee around each type of barrier that’s of interest to us 

 

Please describe the ecosystem in which your firm 
operates. What influences have shaped your actions? 
Has anything helped, or hindered you in deploying 
your product or replicating your model? 
 
PROMPT: 

● What has helped determine if you are 
successful or unsuccessful - when/where? 
why/how? 

● What risks, if any, do you perceive? What 
concerns you most? 

If you have encountered any challenges (wait 
for them to bring up challenges, if possible), 
how has your business made adjustments to 
address or overcome them? What has been 
your learning process? 
 
PROMPT: 

● In terms of approaches or adaptations 
that you’ve tried, what has worked and 
what hasn’t worked - when/where? 
why/how? 

 

Can you please tell us more about  ______(type of barrier mentioned)? 

 

Economic barriers? [e.g. high transaction costs, small 
market size, low demand, low customer ability to pay, 
etc.] 

Addressing economic barriers? 
 
 

Financial? [e.g. high capital cost, long payback 
period, long investment tenor, etc.] 

Addressing financial barriers? 

Technical? [e.g. lack of local expertise, durability and 
quality, intermittency, etc.] 

Addressing technical barriers? 

Regulatory? [e.g. institutional capacity, tariff structure, 
lack of technical standards and codes, etc.] 

Addressing regulatory barriers? 

Social/Cultural? [e.g. community acceptance, 
perceptions of inferior quality, theft and non-technical 
losses, etc.] 

Addressing social/cultural barriers? 

 

5. [Private Sector] How do you plan to scale or diffuse your product? [Public Sector] Thinking about 
private participation in rural and offgrid electrification, how would you coach/advise entrepreneurs in this 
space to be successful? 

 6. Closing: Is there anything else you think is important in deploying mini-grid electricity generation 
systems that we have not talked about during this interview?  
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E Barrier Typology

Policymakers, academics, entrepreneurs and industry analysts have identified several barriers

to the widespread adoption of mini-grid electrification solutions in rural India. As outlined

in Table 9 in Appendix E, we identify five kinds of barriers to entrepreneurial activity:

economic, financial, technical, socio-cultural and regulatory. Within each kind, there are

multiple sub-categories – of which some are mentioned more frequently in the literature

than others. We note that all barriers are addressable by the investor/project develop,

except for regulatory barriers which are either partially or completely addressable only by

legislators and policy makers.

Economic barriers are those which focus on the business model related to the mini-grid,

whereas financial barriers relate to the ease of acquisition of necessary capital to implement

the business model. Technical barriers are those that refer to the capabilities, operation

and performance of the underlying technology of the mini-grid. Socio-cultural barriers are

broadly concerned with the extent to which a technology and its associated factors are

accepted by the receiving community (Wolsink, 2012). Regulatory barriers are the most

wide-ranging as they relate to the institutions that influence the success of a business model

in the context of technical, financial and socio-cultural considerations. External institutions

affect the performance of the economy by their effect on the cost of production and exchange,

i.e. the full cost of transacting good/service in exchange for remuneration (North, 1990).

These institutions manifest themselves broadly in the forms of policies and regulations, which

in turn interface with firms (and their business models) and investors. In the context of mini-

grids, regulatory barriers are those policies, regulations and legal frameworks which either

favor energy technology solutions at different scales to mini-grids, or actively (intentionally

or otherwise) discourage mini-grid deployment.
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Table 9: Barrier Typology

Category Sub-categories Source

Economic High transaction costs Painuly (2001); Palit and Chaurey (2011); Gershenson et al. (2015)

Small market size Painuly (2001); Palit and Chaurey (2011); Bhattacharyya (2013)

Low demand Painuly (2001); Palit and Chaurey (2011); Bhattacharyya (2013)

Cust. ability to pay Bhattacharyya (2013)

High cost of capacity Painuly (2001); Alzola et al. (2009); The Climate Group (2015)

Revenue collection un-

certainty

The Climate Group (2015); Franz et al. (2014); Bhattacharyya (2013); Ulsrud

et al. (2011); Blum, Wakeling, and Schmidt (2013)

Financial High capital cost Painuly (2001); Chaurey and Kandpal (2010b); Gershenson et al. (2015);

Tongia (2015); The Climate Group (2015); Shrimali et al. (2013)

Long payback period Painuly (2001); cKinetics (2013); GNESD (2014)

Insuff. capital (devel-

oper)

Painuly (2001); Ulsrud et al. (2011); GNESD (2014); Gershenson et al. (2015);

Shrimali et al. (2013)

Insuff. capital (con-

sumer)

Painuly (2001); Ulsrud et al. (2011); GNESD (2014); Gershenson et al. (2015)

Lack of familiarity

(capital providers)

Gershenson et al. (2015); Schmidt, Blum, and Wakeling (2013)

Long investment tenor Shrimali et al. (2013)

Technical Lack of local expertise Painuly (2001); Ulsrud et al. (2011); Chaurey and Kandpal (2010b); Tongia

(2015); Schmidt, Blum, and Wakeling (2013)

Durability and quality Painuly (2001); Shakti Foundation (2015); Gershenson et al. (2015)

Intermittency Shakti Foundation (2015); Schmidt, Blum, and Wakeling (2013)

Lack of interoperabil-

ity (with central grid)

Ulsrud et al. (2011); cKinetics (2013); Chaurey and Kandpal (2010b)

Monitoring and control GNESD (2014); Gershenson et al. (2015)

Social/Cultural Community accept. Painuly (2001)

Percept. of inferior

quality

Chaurey and Kandpal (2010b); Bhattacharyya (2014); Franz et al. (2014)

Theft & non-tech. loss Gershenson et al. (2015); Chaurey and Kandpal (2010b)

Limited understanding

of the benefits of elect.

Bhattacharyya (2013)

Regulatory Institutional capacity Bhattacharyya (2013); Chaurey and Kandpal (2010b); GNESD (2014)

Discom tariff structure Bhattacharyya (2013); GNESD (2014); Ulsrud et al. (2011); Blum, Wakeling,

and Schmidt (2013)

Lack of technical stan-

dards and codes

Painuly (2001); Chaurey and Kandpal (2010b); Franz et al. (2014); GNESD

(2014); Schmidt, Blum, and Wakeling (2013)

Threat of grid exten-

sion

cKinetics (2013); Bhattacharyya (2013); Shakti Foundation (2015);

Kobayakawa and Kandpal (2014); The Climate Group (2015)

Lack of enforcement Painuly (2001)

Permitting & licensing Gershenson et al. (2015)
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F Determination of Book Values

It suffices to consider a representative investment project, consisting of generation and dis-

tribution assets. This project requires an up-front expenditure of b at time 0 and entails

(expected) operating cash flows of CFt in the next T periods. These cash flows are given

by the sales revenues that the entrepreneur (rural systems operator) receives less current

operating costs. Consistent with the proposal by the FoR, the allowable sales price per kWh

of electricity would be determined upfront so as to cover all (expected) costs and provide

the entrepreneur with a normal return on the capital invested in generation assets and as

well mini-grid infrastructure.

The remaining book value of assets at any date 1 ≤ t ≤ T is determined by the depreci-

ation schedule that is used to allocate the cost of the initial investment across time periods.

Denoting the depreciation schedule by {dt}Tt=1, the depreciation charge in period t becomes

dt · b. The depreciation charges are restricted to add up to the initial investment. Thus:

T∑
t=1

dt = 1.

Assuming that all current revenues and current operating costs are incurred on a cash

basis, Income in period t is given by:

Inct = CFLt − dt · b,

while the current book value is determined recursively as:

BVt = BVt−1 − dt · b.

Here, BV0 = b, and therefore BVt = [1−
∑t

i=1] · b and BVT = 0.

The fair market value of the investment project at time t is equal to the value of future

operating cash flows discounted back to time t:

MVt =
T∑

i=t+1

CFLi · γi−t. (7)

where γ = 1
1+r

and r is the applicable cost of capital which would be determined as part

of initial licensing of the project. Our modification of the FoR proposal outlined in Section

5 envisions that in case of grid extension the entrepreneur would have the unilateral right
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to transfer ownership of the generation and distribution assets at a price given by the cur-

rent book value. The entrepreneur would be indifferent towards grid extension to the area

of his/her mini-grid (and therefore have unbiased investment incentives in the first place,

provided the book value of assets is equal to their fair market value.

A fundamental result in the accounting literature is that for any (proper) depreciation

schedule, there is the following relation between fair market- and book values:

MVt = BVt +
T∑

i=t+1

[Inci − r ·BVi−1] · γi−t, (8)

which holds for all periods 0 ≤ t ≤ T . The term in brackets on the right-hand side of (8)

is usually referred to as Residual Income, given by Income less an interest charge on the

remaining book value.53 In order for fair market values to equal book values at each point

in time, depreciation and book values must therefore be calculated so that residual income

in each period is equal to zero. Hotelling (1925) showed that there is a unique depreciation

schedule that achieves zero residual income in each period, provided the investment project

has zero net present value to begin with, that is, MV0 = b. Consistent with the FoR proposal,

the allowable revenue per kWh of electricity in period t will then be set equal to current

operating costs plus depreciation charges plus imputed interest on the remaining book value.

The corresponding depreciation schedule is usually referred to as replacement cost ac-

counting in the accounting literature; see Nezlobin, Rajan, and Reichelstein (2012) for fur-

ther details. In the special case where the assets can deliver the same electricity output

in each year of their useful life, the depreciation charges amount to the so-called annuity

depreciation method for which dt+1 = dt · (1 + r). In that case, the sum of the depreciation

charge plus imputed interest charge, that is, dt ·b+r ·BVt−1 is equal to b times the reciprocal

of the annuity value of $ 1 paid in each of the next T years at the interest rate r. For ex-

ample, if T = 20 and r = 10%, then the corresponding annuity value is 8.5, with reciprocal

1
8.5
≈ .18. Thus the price per kWh in period t would be equal to current operating cost per

kWh plus 18% of the initial investment expenditure, after dividing by the annual number of

kWh delivered by the system.

53The result in (8), which goes back to Preinreich (1937) is sometimes referred to as the conservation

property of residual income. Over the entire lifetime of the project the stream residual incomes conserves

the value of the stream of cash flows
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